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rom the radio transmissions of the early 20th century to
today’s explosion of digital media, people rely on electric
signals as a mode of communication. But even before a method
of harnessing electricity was discovered, the human body used
electronic messaging to control its function. Every 20 seconds,
cells from a pacemaker region of the stomach transmit an
electric wave. These signals — called gastrointestinal slow
waves — communicate the conditions of the stomach and
control the organ’s independent function. Because slow waves
act like the stomach’s radio system, measuring them is a highly
effective way for doctors to diagnose potentially serious gastrointestinal abnormalities. However, current systems that measure slow waves are tremendously expensive and often require
surgery.
									
		
It’s really incredible to work on a
		
project that actually has huge potential
		
to affect people’s lives and the future of
		
		
gastro-intestinal medicine.
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		 There could be a dramatically better way to make these
types of diagnoses. Jamie Hayes ‘17, Alfred Rwagaju ‘18, and
Rajwol Joshi ‘18 are using electrical engineering to create a
medical solution. Working with Professor Jonathan Erickson
in the physics and engineering department, they spent their
summer designing and testing a device capable of wirelessly
monitoring a patient’s slow wave activity — no surgery required.
Similar systems cost upwards of $200,000; but their budget is
only $2,000 - $3,000, which could make medical research and
essential care drastically more affordable.
“It’s really incredible to work on a project that actually
has huge potential to affect people’s lives and the future of
gastro-intestinal medicine,” said Hayes.
Although the application of their project is medical
research and care, their work on a day-to-day basis was
configuring wires and programming computer code. To test
a wired electrode system, they pulsed electric signals through
a prepared solution that simulated the content of the human
body. In a real-life scenario, these electrodes would be placed
on a person’s stomach to transmit signals from the slow waves
into a microcontroller, which resembles a computer chip. This
microcontroller would then feed the code into a computer,
where the information could be effectively amplified and
monitored. Hayes, Rwagaju and Joshi have been busy
writing the computer code to enable this electrical
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communication, and Hayes was responsible for the addition
of the wire-less blue-tooth feature, and it “worked the first
time it was tested.”
“As our project is constantly building on itself, our
work is never the same from day to day,” said Hayes,
who jumped at the opportunity to do this research with
Professor Erickson. “I took a full year of electrical engineering
courses with Professor Erickson, and found the work very
challenging but rewarding. At the very end of fall term
I was starting to search for summer internships, and he
asked me if I’d be interested in doing research. I was thrilled.”
As a follow-up, the organization that partnered with
Prof. Ericson in Auckland, New Zealand, has provided an
intern position for Jamie to travel there this summer to
continue work on this project. WLU has given him their
Johnson Opportunity Grant, as well, in support of this effort.
So, beginning in June he will be continuing this work there
over the summer. In addition, on another engineering study
in May, he will be in CERN, Switzerland working with Engineers
on the Supercollider and the study of “the Black – or God –
particle.”
Hayes is double majoring--in Physics Engineering and
Math. He’s also a Fiji Frat member, WLU University Singer,
a member of the Outing Club, and a member of the

Photos: left page is Jamie Hayes in the Washington & Lee lab; Right page top: With Jamie Hayes is Alfred Rwagaju ‘18 and Rajwol
Joshi ‘18. Photo credit: University Photographer Kevin Remington. In the photo below, Jamie is just to the left of the center sign.

swim team. The team just won the
ODAC SWIMMING CHAMPIONSHIP
2016 (photo to the right).
Speaking about Jamie’s
St. Nicholas education, his mother
Susan Harris wrote, “Such a foundation
they gave him! Those giants in teaching
who shaped him – I’m so appreciative!”
Thank you to Washington & Lee
University and student writers Laura
Lemon and Jinae Kennedy, both
Washington & Lee Class of 2016, for
sharing the story “Transformative
Education, Measuring Gastrointestinal
Slow Waves.” For more information,
see the video at: http://www.wlu.edu/
transformative-education?feature=true
&id=x12984
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